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"Instructions for making 12 applique blocks in the Baltimore Album style. Includes tips on fabric selection, block variations and
borders. Section on writing and stamping on quilts including ink embellishments"--Provided by publisher.
"23 tried and true quilt desihns made in both traditional and modern fabrics"--Front cover.
A must-have for every quilter: the ultimate pattern resource, with an astounding 5,500 blocks With 5,500 blocks to copy, adapt,
and combine in countless ways, no quilter will ever have to run out of patterns anymore. Some designs are classics and taken
from museum collections, handed from friend to friend, or kept in a family for many years. Each pattern is drawn on a grid showing
the number of squares to the block which makes it easy to mix-and-match, because they all draft to the same size. The dazzling
choices include a Premium Star, Double Pyramid, Strips and Squares, Farmer's Puzzle, Sunburst, Beggar's Blocks, and countless
more. They're arranged by type--including 4-, 5-, and 9-patch patterns; circles and curves; octagons; diamonds; and 8-point
stars--and all indexed alphabetically by name. There's even information on each block's source. As a special bonus Maggie
Malone has included a section of Alphabet Patch Patterns to use for personalizing every block. No quilter can do without this book.
15 beginner-friendly quilts feature a butterfly, ducks, stars, and bugs, plus classic quilt-block motifs
Quilt block designs and pieced top patterns lend themselves beautifully to millefiore cane making and other techniques used in
polymer clay. Well-known polymer clay artists Skinner and Helm show how to create amazing quilt patterns including Amish Bars,
Log Cabin Variations, Nine Patch, Drunkard's Path, and others.
Discover how to reproduce the time-honored treasures of the past with authenticity and ease. Create your own versions of antique
designs from a stunning collection of history-rich quilts spanning the late 1800s through the 1930s. Get the historic look you love
with detailed instructions for constructing your reproduction from start to finish, with a special focus on the types of quilting designs
popular through the years. Use your modern quilting tools and skills to re-create antique quilts for daily use or display An essential
resource, brimming with possibilities for antique-quilt lovers Close-up photos and detailed construction tips make it easy to
understand how antique quilts were finished
Create quilts, plus spin-off projects including a table runner, pillow, and candle mat with this book, which features 11 projects. Use
sashings, alternate settings, and unique border treatments to make extraordinary designs.
The noted quilt designer shares his love of Amish craftsmanship with 10 new patchwork quilt patterns in this step-by-step guide.
Carl Hentsch has always admired Amish quilts and quilters. Living only a short distance from an old-order Amish community has
allowed him to explore their world, meet some of the quilters themselves, and more fully appreciate their ability to create beautiful
quilts without the use of electricity. Amish-Inspired Quilts for Today’s Home explores their use of color and design in 10 quilts
using modern fabrics and techniques. Ranging from easy to challenging, these projects offer beautiful bursts of color in blocks
such as Basket, Log Cabin, and Star.

Scraps features 16 new and original Judy Martin designs. Every quilt is presented in 3 sizes so you can make the design
you like in the size you want. You are given your choice of accurate rotary cutting instructions or templates. Fat quarter
requirements and yardage are listed for every quilt in every size. Color diagrams show piecing details. And every pattern
is rated for ease of cutting, ease of sewing, and ease of thinking.Perhaps the greatest challenge with Scraps is in
deciding which quilt to make first! Several quilts feature shadows and other dimensional effects that make patches
appear to float over the surface of the quilt. You'll find an abundance of stars, including a magnificent Lone Star. In
addition you'll see a Log Cabin, a Wedding Ring variation (with no curves!), an exotic Nine-Patch, a beautiful flower quilt,
and much more.Scraps is more than just patterns. The upfront material draws upon Judy's 37 years of making quilts from
scraps. She offers basic quiltmaking information plus scrap quilt cutting strategies, techniques for sewing with scraps,
suggestions for building and organizing your stash, and ideas for working with color and style in scraps.Whether you're
looking for a pattern that is clearly simple, surprisingly easy, or stunningly beautiful, your next quilt should be made from
Scraps.
Evelyn Sloppy presents 20 projects for super-quick quilts. Each quilt features one supersized block, with just three to five
fabrics and large pieces, you can whip up a traditional quilt in no time.
This volume, which covers 1986-2011, completes the landmark documentation of 175 years of Texas quilt history that the
authors began in Lone Stars I and II.
With your leftover quilt blocks you can make: Chair pillow, Picnic place mat set, Sewing Machine Cover, Wall Hanging
Headboard, Fuzzy Baby Blanket and much more.
"Five dozen of the best patterns from two out-of-print books by the author have been redrawn and compiled into this
collection. Step-by-step photographs show how to make plastic stencils and how to mark your quilts. Continuous-line
designs for machine quilting"--Provided by publisher.
Offers twelve patterns to symbolize the months of the year in projects for various skill levels and quilt sizes.
Combine faux chenille and raw-edge patchwork and what do you get? The cuddly quilts. Pair two trouble-free techniques
for a twist in these reversible quilts.
Modern Japanese quilting blends Eastern and Western techniques to create quilts of extraordinary style and beauty.
Using designs borrowed from a rich decorative arts heritage, and often incorporating traditional kimono fabrics, Japanese
quilters have developed a distinctive style based on unusual motifs and striking color combinations. With Japanese
Quilted Blocks to Mix and Match, any quilter can create exquisite and unique works of patchwork art in the Japanese
tradition. The book presents more than 125 different block patterns, each with complete instructions and a color
photograph, representing a variety of pattern sources: kamon (family crests), Hakone yosegi (parquetry) and traditional
textiles, such as kasuri weave. Each 9-inch block includes a full cutting guide and fabric palette; suggestions for use,
either mixing and matching or adapting to an all-over design; and icons indicating techniques and skill level. The blocks
on each spread are related in design and technique. In addition to the Block Directory, Japanese Quilted Blocks to Mix
and Match features an Inspiration Gallery, showcasing examples of finished quilts from leading quilters. Using these
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examples, author Susan Briscoe explores such topics as color ideas from traditional Japanese textiles and quilts, motifs,
and recommendations for combining fabric patterns and block designs. An extensive section on technique, as well as
several pages about the fabrics themselves and a listing of suppliers and organizations make this volume as practical
and informative as it is beautiful.
Capture nature's beauty, light, and luminosity in your quilts! Discover how to create an Impressionistic masterpiece from 2"
squares of floral fabrics.
Revisit the '30s with 20 Kansas City Star patterns redrafted to use paperpiecing techniques. Patterns are printed in 4" and 10"
sizes.
Traditional piecing gets a fresh look! Do you love quilting, but are looking for a modern aesthetic? If so, you'll love Sister Sampler
Quilts. Inside, you'll find 25 interchangeable sister blocks and 3 sampler quilts that challenge traditional grid layouts with fun,
innovative settings. Create block pairs as identical sisters or flip flop the color schemes for a patchier appeal in quilts that
beautifully bridge the gap between traditional and modern. Whether you're a beginner or a more advanced quilter, you'll enjoy
practicing and perfecting quilting basics, like half-square triangles, flying geese and hourglass blocks, to beautiful effect. Modern
traditional quilting is the perfect way to blend old and new techniques to create a quilt that's uniquely yours!
A selection of tessellating block designs are explored in detail, with over 45 quilts illustrating how the blocks can be used in
different ways, whether it be choice of fabrics and colours, or the way in which the blocks are set.
Welcome and nurture those precious little ones by creating quilts, crafts, and decor for nurseries and toddler rooms. Designer
Debbie Mumm helps you release your inner child and cuddle up the kids with more than 50 fun projects. Themes include Moon &
Stars, Zigzag Zoo, Silly Safari, and lots more. For little girls, there are sweet bed quilts, a headboard, and bedside lamps in sugar
and spice themes like butterflies, hearts, and flowers. Because growing boys gravitate towards snips and snails, cars and trucks,
frogs and boats, you can fill his room with a clever organizer, playful twin bed quilt, and a painted toy chest in bright primary colors.
And since time moves fast when children are young, these projects are designed to be quick and easy! Debbie Mumm's Cuddle
Quilts for Little Girls and Boys (Leisure Arts #4541)
Twelve Maine lighthouses inspired the quilt block designs in this collection, mostly done in hand applique. The author includes
interesting short histories of the lights along with her always lucid, simple directions and diagrams for making the blocks. She also
includes a variety of attractive nautical-related quilting patterns for the final stitching, and provides directions for ways to use the
quilt blocks on smaller projects as alternatives to combining them into a quilt.
Joen Wolfrom updates her classic book, Visual Dance, with spectacular new quilts from around the world. This is the quilter's
design textbook, using Joen's internationally-acclaimed expertise and talent to illustrate the seven principals of design: line, shape,
color, value, texture, proportion, and scale.
Provides a collection of twenty-two patterns for an array of large-scale prints, with techniques for piercing, working with appliqué,
paper piecing, and more.
The New York Times–bestselling author of the Elm Creek Quilts Novels shares 140 block patterns so you can make your own
version of this heirloom quilt! Celebrate the enduring bonds of friendship and create your own authentic version of the “secret”
bridal sampler from the beloved novel The Master Quilter. Get together with other quilters to mix, match, and share 140 traditional
blocks. Enjoy the gallery of sampler quilts made by other Elm Creek readers. This book includes complete instructions and links to
full-sized patterns for every block from the sampler.
From an array of stellar designers come 16 sparkling projects featuring quilters' favorite Star blocks. Clear instructions and diverse
designs, ranging from modern and bright to traditional and scrappy, make this the perfect introduction to quilting with Star blocks
for beginners and experienced stitchers alike.
An easy method to faster quilt-making, and incredible patterns to make use of your scrap stash. What if you could piece quilts
even faster, work on more than one quilt simultaneously and save money, fabric and thread all at the same time? Bonnie K.
Hunter will show you how to put the concept of Leaders & Enders to work quickly and easily, expanding your creativity, and upping
your productivity all at the same time. If you have ever found yourself paralyzed by your stash, overwhelmed by scraps you just
can't bear to toss out, arm yourself with a new rotary blade for your cutter, make yourself a cup of tea and start reading. This book
is not only full of beautiful scrap quilts that can be made in between the lines of other sewing, but also contains many ideas for
getting your ever burgeoning scrap stash under control, into useable sized pieces that work well with one another, and ready to be
sewn into quilts you've always wanted to make. Bonnie K. Hunter has done it again!
Inspiring Christmas quilts include a manger scene, the three Wise Men, and the angel Gabriel.
Get ready for new adventures in conventional piecing with celebrated quilter Victoria Findlay Wolfe. Create stunning Double
Wedding Ring quilts with breathtaking innovations on the classic pattern. With full-size patterns for 10 quilts, the book will teach
you the Double Wedding Ring basics. After you've mastered curved foundation piecing, try your hand at Victoria's unique fabric
slashing and “Made-Fabric” methods—it's easier than you think! You'll feel liberated as you improvise on her designs, with full
instruction for some quilts and others that invite your creative discovery. Read the stories that inspired each of Victoria's designs,
and then take inspiration from the artist at work in her studio, with photography of her creative process and 3 bonus quilts to jump
start your own art.
Eleanor Burns takes this beautiful Delectable Mountain pattern and makes it available for today's quilter with her simplified
methods. The quilt is made of mountain and sky rounds, beginning with the Center Square, which can be a pieced star or
appliqued flowers. An acrylic template is included for full size and miniature versions of the quilt to allow for quick, easy cutting.
You can make the quilt in a two-color design, or use several color combinations to create your masterpiece! The book contains
yardage and cutting charts for several size quilts with step by step directions.
It’s quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called foundation piecing, you just follow a numerical
sequence to stitch fabric onto a foundation. Even the smallest pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With 365 projects,
you could make one every day of the year. They’re organized month-by-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the July
blocks; a Thanksgiving quilt in November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral quilts with each month’s
flowers. (There are also some whimsical designs such as the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to America.)
Photos of quilts made with blocks for each month accompany the complete instructions for the entire foundation piecing process.
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Popular teacher, designer, and online radio host Pat Sloan teaches all you need to know to machine quilt successfully. In this third
book of her beginner-friendly "Teach Me" series, Pat guides you step by step through walking-foot and free-motion quilting
techniques. First-time quilters will be confidently quilting in no time, and experienced stitchers will discover the joy of finishing their
quilts themselves. No-fear learning for quilting novices--Pat covers all the information you need to quilt from start to finish Pat
guides you through simple and fun practice projects, including a strip-pieced table runner and an easy applique design Collect the
entire skill-building library of Pat Sloan's popular "Teach Me" series of books
Nancy's latest blocks sew up faster than ever.
“Fans of handmade crafts will find much to enjoy in this slim but lovely volume . . . Wool lovers won’t be able to pass this one up.”
—Publishers Weekly Add warmth and texture to your home with wool appliqué. Sewing in the popular folk-art style, you’ll stitch fifteen
projects, including thirteen heirloom-worthy table mats and two versions of an Advent calendar. Learn how reverse appliqué brings depth and
color to your handwork without the bulk of additional layers. This guide offers advice on choosing and using wool (even scraps!), plus
valuable techniques and tips for wool hand stitchers. Make heirlooms your family will treasure Be inspired by beautiful styled photos with
seasonal themes Choose the best tools and get advice on stitches
"Freehand quilting ideas and possibilities in three dozen traditional pieced blocks with worksheets that identify areas needing quilting.
Additional filler patterns for cornerstones, sashing strips, and background quilting provided"--Provided by publisher.
1 Great Fabric + 1 Block = 1 Stunning Quilt! Brand new technique is all about texture, movement, sparkle, and swirl! Choose hexagons or
octagons-you're the designer. Easy random cutting! No planning, no fussy cuts, no mess-ups. Simple piecing with NO Y-SEAMS! Amaze
your friends! Maxine shows you exactly how to choose a large-scale print, figure yardage, cut and piece these drop-dead gorgeous quilts. Big
pieces and clever short-cut methods make these quilts go together faster than you'd think. Choose one of two projects or use the techniques
in any size quilt you can imagine.
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